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Abstract
Hyper-converged cloud refers to an architecture that
an operator runs compute and storage services on the
same set of physical servers. Although the hyper-
converged design comes with a number of benefits, it
makes crucial operational tasks, such as capacity plan-
ning and cost analysis, fairly complicated. The problem
becomes more onerous if we consider a complex dis-
tributed system, such as Ceph, for the cloud with the
proliferation of SSD drives. In this paper, we aim to
answer some of these questions based on comprehen-
sive microbenchmarks, and consequently better under-
stand the behavior of Ceph in a hyper-converged cloud
with all-flash storage. We reported our findings based on
the study, devised a cost model and compared the cost of
hyper-converged architecture with dedicated storage ar-
chitecture. Additionally we summarized our experience
based on the interactions with many teams at AT&T in
the past couple of years.
1 Introduction
Hyper-converged cloud refers to an architecture where
an operator runs compute and storage services on the
same physical servers. The design is often motivated
by the fact that infrastructure resources are vastly un-
derutilized most of the time. Thus, by consolidating
compute and storage resources together, the operator can
reduce the needs for purchasing more hardware signif-
icantly, thereby saving CAPEX/OPEX1 (Sec. 2). Al-
though hyper-converged architecture brings a number of
benefits to the cloud infrastructure providers, it makes
some essential operational tasks, e.g., capacity plan-
ning and cost modeling, more complex compared to the
traditional architecture where we run storage systems
on separate physical servers (as appliances). Recent
adoption of high performance SSD drives make these
tasks even more difficult because performance bottle-
neck will be shifted to shared resources, such as com-
pute and/or networking elements rather than the disk
drives [15, 3, 17, 16].
In this paper, we make a case for building a hyper-
converged cloud with all flash storage and provide prac-
tical answers to the raised concerns. Specifically, we pre-
1CAPital EXpense/OPerational EXpense
sented a set of microbenchmark data to aid capacity plan-
ning task (Sec. 4), shared deployment issues that we have
faced in the past couple of years (Sec. 5), and devised a
cost model (Sec. 6). We elaborate each of the contribu-
tions as follows.
First, in the measurement study on a carefully de-
signed cluster (Sec. 3), we aim to understand the fol-
lowings: a) where the performance bottleneck lies in per
storage configuration and workload, b) how much sys-
tem resources are consumed and c) what type of SSD we
will need to better optimize infrastructure cost. Some
of our results reinforce the known observations in the
storage systems community, e.g., the performance bot-
tleneck is shifted from disk to cpu, network or storage
daemons. Others are more specific to the configura-
tion that we used for the measurement. For instance,
we found that, because of the consistency guarantees
provided by Ceph and storage pool configuration, the
system resources consumed by write and read IOs are
largely asymmetric (up to 9x difference). Second, we
share our experience on bringing a new software-based
storage solution (in contrast to appliances) to produc-
tion datacenters (Sec. 5). We discuss many dimensions
which need to be addressed before it goes live. It is of-
ten the case that each of these items took a significant
amount of time to be resolved. Lastly, we develop a
cost model for comparing 5 year total cost of owner-
ship (TCO) between traditional dedicated storage archi-
tecture and hyper-converged architecture. Our calcula-
tion based on the model demonstrated a potential benefit
of the hyper-converged architecture (up to ∼2x if # of
datacenters are close to 500).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2
discusses a hyper-converged architecture and describes a
software stack used for our study. Sec. 3 and Sec. 4 elab-
orates the details of the conducted measurement study.
We shares our experience on deployment issues in Sec. 5.
Then, we present a cost model in Sec. 6 and conclude the
paper.
2 Background and Scope
2.1 Hyper-Converged Cloud (HCC)
Recently hyper-converged cloud (HCC) architecture re-
ceived quite a bit of attention in the industry [8, 13, 1,
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Figure 1: Dedicated Storage vs. Hyper-Converged Architec-
ture
11]. The architecture allows infrastructure providers to
run compute, storage, and networking elements in the
same set of physical servers as illustrated in Fig. 1. In this
architecture, the system resources such as cpu and mem-
ory will be shared not only among different tenant appli-
cations but also among infrastructure services, e.g., virtu-
alization layer, storage systems and control plane (Open-
stack) functions. HCC architecture has several benefits
to infrastructure providers. It enables uniform hardware
deployment which makes lots of management decision
much easier. Moreover, if we have fairly low infras-
tructure utilization, the benefit of the architecture will be
magnified since we do not need to buy additional hard-
ware just for storage space, and thereby reducing capi-
tal and operation cost (CAPEX/OPEX) significantly. We
analyze the potential cost difference later in Sec. 6.
However, as implicitly discussed, one drawback of
HCC architecture is that its compute-to-storage ratio is
fixed. Sometimes separating compute from storage is im-
portant – so that each element can scale independently –
if there is a significant skew towards either resource. To
resolve this issue, some researchers examine a disaggre-
gated deployment of storage services focused on a cou-
ple of storage-intensive applications [18]. However, this
type of scenario is out of scope for this paper.
2.2 Openstack Cloud Operating Systems
We use Openstack [9] as a control plane for the HCC
cloud. Openstack is an open source project which can
be used to build a private cloud [10]. Its design sep-
arates control plane functions from data plane. Con-
trol plane functions are divided into several subcompo-
nents. Examples of a sub-component could be a life cy-
cle management service for VMs (nova), volumes (cin-
der), virtual networks (neutron), messaging among those
services (rabbitmq) or resource accounting, i.e., vcpus,
memory/storage space for VMs, etc. On the other hands,
Openstack relies upon other open source projects and/or
commercial software to implement its data plane. As for
storage data plane, open source solutions, such as Linux
iSCSI or Ceph, can be used to provide block storage to
VMs or it can be implemented using vendor solutions as
long as they implemented a driver for cinder service. In
our study, we use Ceph and its block device (RBD) driver
for cinder to provide VMs with block storage.
2.3 Ceph: Distributed Block Storage for the Cloud
We use Ceph [2, 20] to provide tenants and/or control
plane services with a block storage interface. Ceph is
an open source distributed storage system and widely
adopted by the industry in recent several years [10]. It
can be deployed on top of commodity servers and sup-
port three different storage APIs to the users – object,
block, and file system. Ceph’s storage server process is
called Object Storage Daemon (OSD) and typically de-
ployed one per hard disk drive and potentially more than
one for SSD drive. The base layer of Ceph is an object
store (RADOS). Block (RBD) and file system (CephFS)
APIs are built on top of the RADOS layer. Ceph’s ob-
ject layer does not have a centralized component in its
datapath. Instead of having a centralized metadata server
or anything of that nature, the data objects coming into
the system are evenly distributed to available OSDs by
CRUSH algorithm [21]. To enforce a higher-level stor-
age policy, Ceph has a notion of storage pool and place-
ment group where users can control data redundancy,
e.g., 2x/3x replication or erasure coding, compute-to-
storage ratio and the rules for data placement.
2.4 Scope
In this paper, our primary interests are block storage in-
terface for VMs in Openstack-based private clouds. The
workloads running in VMs could be control plane com-
ponents, such as nova or cinder, and/or tenant applica-
tions, such as VNFs, databases, virtualized CDN, etc.
In our measurement study, we focused on block layer
performance with different IO parameter combinations,
rather than capturing specific characteristics of a certain
application. This is because our focus is to broadly un-
derstand the behavior of Ceph in our target configuration
with a wide range of applications in mind.
3 Cluster Setup for Capacity Planning
The main purpose of this study is to provide system ar-
chitects with a full spectrum analysis of our storage con-
figuration so that they can make well-informed decisions.
We design a cluster to keep this goal in mind. To com-
pare and contrast various options, we configured a 10
node cluster2 and each node has 4x NVMe drives and
8x SAS SSDs. Additional details on HW configuration
are articulated in Table 1.
2In this paper, we use the terms ’server’ , ’node’ and ’host’ inter-
changeably.
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Figure 2: Mapping software components to physical servers: 1 OSD per NVMe drive
Cluster Configuration
Dell PowerEdge R730xd 10x
Dell S6100 ToR switch 1x
Server Specification
Intel Xeon CPU E5-2695 v4 @ 2.10GHz 2x
(total # of cores: 36, total # of vcpus: 72)
Memory 256 GB
NIC: Mellanox ConnectX-4 Lx 2x 25 GbE 1x
Dell Express Flash NVMe SM1715 1.6TB (PCIe) 4x
Toshiba PX04SRB096 900GB (SAS) 8x
Table 1: Cluster HW configuration
Fig. 2 shows a high level mapping among software
components and server nodes. We allocated the first
node (controller host) to Openstack control plane ser-
vices, such as nova, neutron, cinder, rabbitmq, etc., and
used the rest 9 nodes (Host 1∼Host 9) for Ceph stor-
age systems. The system resources of those 9 nodes are
shared with tenant and monitoring VMs. Tenant VMs
(fio-VMs) used the first 8 nodes (Host 1∼Host 8) and
the last 1 node (Host 9) was used by monitoring VMs.
For Ceph, the figure reflects a scenario where we deploy
1 OSD per NVMe SSD drive. In case of other OSD
configurations we examined, e.g., 4 OSDs/NVMe or 1
OSD/SAS-SSD, the OSD/disk configuration part of the
figure needs to be changed accordingly.
For monitoring the cluster, we use Telegraf [12] for
data collection, InfluxDB [7] for time-series database
and Grafana [6] for dashboard interface. All the graphs
presented in the measurement section (Sec. 4) are based
on the data collected through using the monitoring stack.
Control plane and storage
Ubuntu 16.04.02 LTS all 10 nodes
Openstack Newton 1 node
Ceph Storage 9 nodes
Storage
Ceph Jewel 10.2.7 with filestore
config with NVMe SSDs 36/72/108 OSDs
config with SAS SSDs 72 OSDs (8 per host)
Performance monitoring
Collector: Telegraf [12] all 10 nodes
Database: InfluxDB [7] 1 VM
Dashboard: Grafana [6] 1 VM
Table 2: SW configuration for our test cloud
4 Microbenchmark: IO Performance and
Resource Consumption
4.1 Data Collection
Adopting all flash storage in a hyper-converged cloud
will provide high performance storage to tenants and
control plane applications. However, it is crucial to un-
derstand what is the expected range of IO performance,
how much system resources of the infrastructure are con-
sumed, i.e., cpu, memory, disk and network, in order to
operate the cloud.
To this end, we measured the performance using a
popular I/O benchmark tool, FIO [4]. The tool provide a
knob to control IO parameters to generate different types
of synthetic IO workloads. Table 3 has a group of pa-
rameters used for this study. We tried all possible combi-
nations of OSD configurations and fio parameters in the
table, repeated at least 3 times for each combination and
used averaged values for drawing graphs and tables. All
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Figure 3: Baseline: max IOPS per block size (measured at the client)
0/100 10/90 20/80 30/70 40/60 50/50 60/40 70/30 80/20 90/10 100/0
4KB 76446 (0/76446) 80096 (8040/72056) 90265 (18062/72203) 101639 (30769/70870) 116278 (46799/69479) 131478 (65838/65640) 155899 (93344/62555) 190796 (133636/57160) 246366 (196779/49587) 360119 (323685/36434) 675363 (675363/0)
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Figure 4: Max IOPS for each mixed workload configuration with different block size
Test VMs & Ceph configurations
VM flavor 4 vcpus, 2GB memory
# of client VMs 8∼104 (1∼13 per host)
Pool configuration 3x replication with host separation.
OSD configuration 1/2/4 OSDs/NVMe, 1 OSD/SAS-SSD
Benchmark Details
Tool fio-2.2.10
IO engine / IO mode libaio / direct IO
Block size (KB) 4/8/16/32/ ... /1024/2048/4096
Read/Write ratio 0/100, 10/90, 20/80 .. , 90/10, 100/0
IODepth 8, 32
Ramp-up time 15 seconds
# of jobs per VM 8
Runtime 5 minuites
IO Size (Filesize) 100GB
Table 3: Test configs and IO parameters used for our study
data is collected using the monitoring stack described in
Sec. 3. We analyze the dataset and make several interest-
ing observations.
4.2 Baseline: Performance and Scalability
The first obvious step for capacity/performance planning
is to understand expected performance range under prob-
able deployment scenarios.
To form a baseline, we first configured Ceph cluster so
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Figure 5: Scaling performance with # of hosts
that it uses 8x SAS SSDs per node, i.e., 72 OSDs in to-
tal across 9 nodes, and ran a series of FIO benchmarks
with different block size and read/write ratio. Fig. 3
shows IOPS numbers for different read/write mix for
4KB workload and Fig. 4 has a complete information
including all the block sizes that we used for this mea-
surement. Besides the presented performance numbers,
we made a couple of observations. First, we can eas-
ily identify that, in general, write operations are more
expensive than read operations, especially for smaller
block sizes. This behavior is somewhat expected. For
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Figure 6: Shifted Performance Bottleneck: per-VM or per-
Host IOPS/Throughput limit exist
write operation, Ceph acknowledged to the client only
when it fully writes all the required copies, i.e., 3 times
in our case since we are using 3x replication. For read,
the client will communicate with only one storage server
(i.e., a primary OSD) and return to the client. As briefly
mentioned, one interesting fact was that the difference
between the required resources for read/write becomes
larger as we use smaller block sizes. For example, if we
calculate the ratio for 4KB IOs, write operations are∼9x
more expensive than read operations. Whereas, the ratio
becomes closer to the expected number, i.e., 3x, if we in-
crease the block size to 4MB. Second, intuitively IOPS
would be inversely proportional to block sizes. How-
ever, it was only partially true for smaller block sizes in
our measurement results. The max-IOPS numbers were
only marginally decreasing from 4KB to 32KB range.
What this means is that, if at all possible, cloud-friendly
applications could utilize this fact to better utilize avail-
able network, while maintaining low response time from
the underlying storage systems. Lastly, scalability is an
important factor for planning the future of the storage
cluster. Fig. 5 shows the results. In this test, we deploy
4 OSDs per host and each OSD is backed by an NVMe
SSD drive. We started from 3 hosts and gradually in-
creased # of hosts (nodes) one at a time. Overall IOPS
scales linearly along with # of hosts. For 4KB workload,
we can expect 6∼7K IOPS for write and∼40K IOPS for
read will be additionally supported by the cluster.
4.3 Performance Bottleneck
Traditionally, rotational medium (HDDs) typically form
a performance bottleneck of a storage system. This ober-
vation is no longer true with all flash storage. As a con-
crete example, Fig. 6 illustrates that, in our setup, a VM
or a host can become a performance bottleneck instead
of disk drives. Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) are from the exper-
iments based on 72 client VMs, i.e., 9 VMs per host. For
each VM index, we plot the maximum IOPS/throughput
that the VM has ever shown during the experiments con-
ducted in Sec. 4.2. In the experiments with 4KB work-
load, per-VM IOPS limit was around 18K IOPS. For
2MB workload, the limit per VM was around ∼20Gbps
for read and∼10Gbps for write. In Fig. 6(c), we increase
# of VMs per host one at a time and plot per-host IOPS
to see if the performance is saturated or not. As we can
see in the figure, the bottleneck was forming as we reach
∼80K IOPS per host.
Combining Fig. 6 with the baseline results, we made
an observation that the performance bottleneck is often
shifted from disks to somewhere else in HCC with all-
flash storage. Now the disks are no longer a bottleneck
in a virtualized storage path. Apparently this observation
is not new but fortifies the observation made by many re-
searchers in the storage community [15, 3, 17, 16]. In
our test cluster, we observed that the performance bottle-
neck can be formed in one of the following components:
a) storage servers (OSDs) when the workload is mainly
composed of write operations with small block sizes. b)
network when the workload has a large block size. c)
compute resources if a high level storage policy forces
us to limit the storage systems’ compute resource.
4.4 CPU Consumption
In HCC, cpu resources are shared among tenant VMs
and storage systems. Since the capacity planning process
needs to take the cpu resources into account in order to
properly allocate them to tenant VMs, we need to effec-
tively control the cpu consumption of underlying storage
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Figure 7: For 100% read/write workload, CPU load tends to
be proportional to IOPS
systems. Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) show the impact of IOPS
to total cpu consumption (In our setting, the total # of
cores are 648 because 9 hosts are involved and each host
has 72 cores (18 physical x 2 threads x 2 sockets). Thus,
50% of cpu consumption means that 324 cores out of 648
cores are fully utilized. According to the results, it is rea-
sonable to say that the cpu load is proportional to IOPS.
For read operations, the same observation holds but the
slopes of larger block sizes (i.e., 64KB and larger) are a
little deviated from the rest of the data points. However,
for write, data points from all block sizes are relatively
well-aligned one another.
Going one step further, we plot Fig. 8 to show two in-
formations – a) total cpu consumption vs. OSD’s cpu
consumption for the 4KB workloads with different r/w
ratios (left one) and b) the breakdown of total cpu con-
sumption. For a), more than 90% of total cpu consump-
tion went to OSD processes for 100% write. However,
only about 50% is consumed by OSD for the 100% read
case. What this means is that Ceph OSDs are doing a
lot more computations for write operations compared to
read operations. For b), most cpu cycles are spent by 4
os modes: user mode, system mode, softirq and guest
mode. Among them, user mode takes the most rang-
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Figure 8: Anatomy of CPU Consumption
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Figure 9: OSD’s active memory consumption
ing 61%∼72% of total cpu consumption. Guest mode
cpu consumption reaches 2.5% of total cpu capacity
for 100% read workload, SoftIRQ (handling interrupts
for network traffic and block IOs) consumes 2.5∼5.6%,
which is equivalent to consuming 16∼36 cpu cores in
total (or 2∼4 cpu cores per host).
4.5 Memory footprint of storage servers (OSDs)
Fig. 9 illustrates average memory footprint (resident
set size) of an OSD process during all experimental
runs. The memory consumption per OSD was ranging
from 150MB to 800MB (except one outlier reaching to
1.2GB). Since memory footprint is greatly affected by
precedent condition, it is non-trivial to understand its ex-
act behavior. Nonetheless, for planning purpose, it is still
meaningful to figure out the range of active memory us-
age so that we can allocate remaining memory space to
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Figure 10: NVMe SSDs vs. SAS SSDs: max IOPS (4KB)
tenant VMs, for example.
4.6 Do we need NVMe SSDs for Ceph in HCC?
In this subsection, we compare the impact of applying
different type of SSDs to Ceph OSD processes to better
understand cost-performance trade-offs. As for raw IO
capability, high-end NVMe SSDs can provide an order
of magnitude higher IOPS than regular SSDs, e.g., 700K
vs. 70K, and 5∼10 times higher throughput, e.g., 3∼4
GB/s vs. 300∼500 MB/s. Then, the question is if we
use NVMe SSDs, how much benefit will we get compared
to the configuration based on regular enterprise (SAS)
SSDs? To answer this question, we conducted two sets
of experiments – one based on SAS SSDs and the other
based on NVMe SSDs. For fair comparison, we used the
same number of OSDs (8 per host). Fig. 10 shows the
result, which is essentially saying that there is no perfor-
mance difference between those two configurations. In
other words, with today’s Ceph storage solution under
HCC architecture, it is not yet meaningful to have such
a high performance drive, i.e., NVMe SSDs, given that
NVMe SSDs is still significantly more expensive than
regular (SATA/SAS) SSDs.
5 Road to Production
In this section, we share our experience in the past couple
of years at a high level and discuss important items that
we had to address before we bring a new storage solution
to our production datacenters.
5.1 Reflecting the reality: sharing hardware and
creating a path from a precedent condition
In an appliance-based datacenter, HCC architecture with
a distributed storage system (such as Ceph) has a good
value proposition because we can simplify deployment
plans and save cost. However, in many cases, we need to
consider already deployed sites, so-called “brown field”,
which may not have resources that we need to fully uti-
lize architectural benefits. Devising a path from existing
condition can be very challenging. We introduce two ex-
amples that we actually faced in our production environ-
ment.
Sharing hardware resources: In a HCC architecture,
system resources will be shared across different services,
e.g., compute, storage, and/or control plane. Therefore,
in terms of required hardware resources, there will be
conflict of interests among running services with reason-
ably high probability. If we have such a conflict, e.g.,
requiring local disks, it is often necessary to develop a
solution to properly support both needs. As an exam-
ple, we had a networking service relying on a Cassan-
dra database and the database owner wanted to use local
disks. This was problematic since our proposed solution
is supposed to manage all available local disks using an-
other solution. Carving out some of the available disks
for a specific use case will cause too much operational
complexity and additional development efforts for oper-
ation and development team. To resolve this issue, we
had to come up with a specialized storage pool configu-
ration and support both requirements simultaneously.
Creating a path forward: An initial proposal can uni-
formly manage local disks available in compute servers.
However, it turned out that local disks are not available
in a target datacenter. As a result, we had to discuss with
several stakeholders to figure out whether it is possible to
purchase local disks for the datacenter, what the related
policies are, and then was able to devise a plan going
forward.
5.2 Operationalization
When it comes to production, several things need to be
prepared before the solution is going live. Especially, the
solution heading to production datacenters are new to the
operations team, the importance of these tasks become
even greater.
First of all, it is very important to have a team/group/-
company who can provide technical support with a de-
sirable level of SLA. In a large telecommunication com-
pany such as AT&T, this requirement is mandatory be-
fore any solution goes to the production datacenters. Sec-
ond, one needs to provide a clear way of monitoring
the infrastructure so that operators can make a timely
decision for growth or be informed in case of potential
failures/anomalies. Third, a thorough capacity planning
is necessary to properly prepare a future growth of the
infrastructure. We believe that the information shared
in Sec. 4 can be a good example of this task. Fourth,
we were often asked the reliability of the data that will
be stored in our proposed solution from various teams.
The key performance indicators (KPIs) for this item in-
clude both service availability, e.g., system uptime (%),
and data durability. For service availability, common ac-
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HWp Annual HW purchase cost
HWs Annual HW support cost
SWs Annual software support cost
PW Annual power/cooling cost per datacenter
Ndc # of datacenters
DEV Annual development/certification cost
FT Eop Annual DevOps cost for operation
Table 4: Variables for cost comparison
tion items were to eliminate a single point of failures in
all essential components, e.g., storage service daemons,
hardware (physical servers, switches, etc.) and human
errors. For the concerns around data durability, modern
distributed storage systems provide a way to implement
a storage policy, e.g., a storage pool configuration where
we can set a replication factor/erasure coding, backup
policy, etc. The last puzzle piece in this category is to
have a well-established backup and restore plan, which
will help operators escape from some catastrophic fail-
ures. Fifth, all facets of security aspects need to be care-
fully examined so that we can quickly detect and confine
potential problems.
Decisions for some of the discussed items directly af-
fect cost, e.g., replication factor, implementing policies
for backup/restore and security practices. Not surpris-
ingly, if we make the infrastructure more reliable and
more secure, the cost will increase accordingly.
6 Cost Analysis
In a corporate environment, cost is important. Justifying
new systems architecture from the perspective of cost is
always very important. However, in many cases, it is dif-
ficult to make an apple-to-apple comparison of different
storage solutions. It is often the case that a storage solu-
tion has its own assumptions behind provided $/GB num-
bers. Moreover, for more accurate comparison, we need
to consider infrastructure cost as well, such as switch-
es/rack cost, cooling, power source, etc. These costs will
vary significantly according to the characteristics of stor-
age solutions, such as density, average power consump-
tion, temperature characteristics, etc. In this section, we
develop a model that can mitigate the above-mentioned
problems. Using the model, we quantify the cost of HCC
architecture and compare it with an architecture where
we use a dedicated servers for storage systems.
6.1 Cost model
To develop a relevant cost model that can be used for
comparing various storage solutions, we take into ac-
count the following factors: HW purchase cost, HW sup-
port cost, SW support cost, networking HW purchase/-
support cost, power/cooling cost, human cost for devel-
opment/certification/DevOps cost. The factors are sum-
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Figure 11: Cost components breakdown (left) and cost projec-
tion at scale (right): in this problem setting, hyper-converged
design save significant cost in hardware cost, especially overall
system utilization is low (left). Its benefit can be maximized as
we have more number of datacenters (right).
marized in Table 4. In terms of calculation, we used 5
year total cost of ownership (TCO). It can be calculated
using the following equation.
Annual Cost = {HWp +HWs +SWs +PW} ·Ndc
+DEV/CERT +FT Eop
In this equation, since the metric is 5 year TCO, HWp
will be the total hw purchase cost divided by 5, etc.
6.2 Cost Projection at Scale
Our primary purpose for this exercise was to see the cost
benefit of HCC architecture. For actual cost calculation,
we utilize public sources [19, 5, 14] as well as our in-
ternal sources. We set our storage requirement per site
as 50 TB and explore the case of up to 500 datacenters.
These numbers are somewhat speculative but roughly
aligned with a deployment plan related with AT&T’s
small-scale datacenters across the nation.
When we calculate cost for storage systems deployed
in a HCC environment, we assume a certain percentage
of the servers will be used for storage components since
system resources are shared among all services running
on the servers. As we observed in Sec. 4, accurate ratio
will be dependent on performance requirements, i.e., if
an IOPS requirement is higher, we will need to account
more overhead. In this subsection, we did our estimation
based on the HCC overhead ranging from 10% to 70%.
Fig. 11 shows the cost comparison result. In the left
graph in the figure, we breakdown the cost component.
Then, in the right graph, we examine how the cost pro-
jection changes as we increase the number of datacen-
ters. In the comparison, HCC design demonstrated sig-
nificant cost reduction because it reduces the needs for
buying more servers. The cost benefit of HCC architec-
ture is maximized as we have more # of datacenters. In
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addition, having a lesser IOPS requirement will help us
reduce the cost as well in HCC architecture.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we made a case for building hyper-
converged cloud with all-flash storage based on Open-
stack and Ceph. We shared raw performance data as well
as the lessons learned from our extensive measurement
study. Some of them fortify the existing observation,
i.e., performance bottleneck is shifted from the disks to
somewhere else, while others help infrastructure design-
ers make more cost-effective decisions, e.g., in our set-
ting, NVMe SSDs are probably an excessive investment
yet, etc. Moreover, we discussed a set of deployment is-
sues when bringing new storage solutions to production
datacenters. Lastly we described a cost model and pro-
jection at scale, comparing HCC architecture with dedi-
cated counterparts.
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